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WENTY years ago Hamilton Holt came to Rollins College dedicated to a set of educational
beliefs which have richly rewarded faculty and
students alike. It is now the happy privilege of the
faculty which has witnessed the progressive crystallizing of his policies to signalize this anniversary by
calling attention to his educational achievements.

At the root of Dr. Holt's belief as an educator lies
his faith in the doctrine of self-determination, that
vivifying force in any democracy and in the educational institutions which keep it strong. As Americans we prize that doctrine even though at times in
the varied pattern of college education it has seemed
marked by conflict and confusion. For this doctrine
has demanded as a first principle the education of
citizens in a democracy toward clear, self-determining judgment. It has been Dr. Holt's insistence
upon this concept of human dignity which has shaped
educational practice for the past twenty years at
Rollins and which has been at the heart of his most
cherished beliefs.
He has maintained, for example, that the development of character is the end of all intellectual endeavor, so it may truly be said that we learn to live,
and do not live to learn. In the program of physical
education at Rollins, for example, the acquisition of
neuro-muscular skills has been supplemented by the
concept that these activities must also guide the development of the attitudes which we know as character. Education, therefore, is both a preparation
for life and life itself.
As a necessary consequence of this formative and
energizing view it follows, in Dr. Holt's opinion,
that education, to be successful, must be self-education, whereby the student learns through an active
rather than a passive process, and develops the intelligent self-expression of his best capacities. The aim
is to provide the student with the means of formu3

lating his own set of values rather than forcing them
upon him by dogmatic assertion. For this reason,
conferences and class discussions, depending as they
do upon student participation, are preferable to formal lectures. Such a system presupposes the highest degree of academic freedom consistent with effective corporate living for students and faculty alike.
Under such a system formal rules governing the
academic program should be kept to a minimum, and
so far as possible each case should be decided by intelligent criteria upon its own merits.

In carrying out such a program, the first duty of
the college, in Dr. Holt's opinion, is to find men of
character and outstanding ability for its facultymen skilled in enlivening their teaching by use of
the Socratic method, alert in sharpening their minds
by constant study or research, yet first and foremost
masters of the art of classroom instruction.
These, then, are the beliefs which have been the
heart of the educational plan at Rollins for the past
twenty years. Without them we could not possibly be what we are today, a college which dares to
leave the path of outworn tradition. Without them
we would be indeed a living example of what
sociologists call "cultural lag."
We of the faculty believe that educational methods
and plans are sterile unless fed with the nourishing
stimulus of such assumptions as these. And it is
noteworthy that the plans and methods which have
appeared at Rollins College have been animated
by a common dedication of faculty and students
alike to the educational aims which Dr. Holt represents. It is with a statement of his beliefs, as vivified through common sympathies and predispositions, that this essay is concerned. In translating
them into class-room practice, students and faculty
have lived through fruitful years.
The system of instruction at Rollins is, of course,
meaningless without a careful analysis of each
student's capacities. It was inevitable, therefore,
that as a result of Dr. Holt's philosophy of education, the student's course of study should be planned
to employ his natural aptitudes and develop his interests. This planning is possible only when he becomes aware of the characteristics of his mind and
what his interests mean in terms of what is required
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for their development. In order to provide this
knowledge and this basis for self-appraisal, all freshmen as well as those advanced students who have not
clarified their thinking on these matters are given aptitude and achievement tests. The results of these
tests, together with the previous academic record and
the subjective impressions of experienced counselors
are discussed with each student. This procedure has
been highly successful in clarifying the meaning of
courses of study in terms of individual development,
and in planning an intelligent program to this end.
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The system of counselling is an essential part of
the individualized education offered at Rollins. It
is an indispensable aid in developing in the student's
mind the idea that all knowledge can be related to
the ethical values of life. For it not only makes
meaningful the tolerance, understanding and even
affection which should characterize the teacher-student relationship but it also gives the student an
awareness of the ways in which knowledge and skills
may be used to the end of fruitful living. In other
words, through the kind of careful and sympathetic
counselling practised at Rollins, the student grows
toward understanding and wisdom.
This growth on the part of the student would be
seriously restricted, however, if the assumptions
which lie behind careful counselling were not translated into terms of class-room instruction. That this
has been done successfully at Rollins is very largely
the result of Dr. Holt's belief in the Conference
Plan. The plan operates in two important ways. In
the first place, the classes at Rollins are small enough
so that it is practicable to instruct through full interchange of opinion between instructor and student on
the problems at hand; in other words through the
method of the round table discussion. The formal
lecture, implying as it does the pouring of knowledge into a passive receptacle, plays a relatively
minor part in instruction at Rollins. In the second
place, education in the class-room is supplemented by
frequent conferences with the individual student.
This plan, expensive though it is.in time and effort,
has become so much a part of our educational philosophy and has so strikingly influenced generations
of students at Rollins that we of the faculty cannot
conceive of having taught successfully in any other
way. In the conference room individual speaks to
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individual in a close communion of intellectual interests and mutual understanding. And it is worth
noting that the process of learning, under this system, is not a one-sided matter. Many of us have
found with glad surprise that we as instructors are
beneficiaries of the student's alertness and intelligence.
By their very nature the educational achievements
of the Rollins plan can perhaps best be epitomized in ·
the terms creative tkinking and creative expression.
By the term creative thinking we mean the process
whereby the student, in utilizing his highest gifts,
comes to an awareness of his own power, and his· responsibility in the society of which he is a part.
Creative expression is the process by which he translates this power through the various media of communication. Naturally these are not by any means
mutually exclusive processes, since the final test of
all learning is the ability to express effectively the
data of experience or ideas. The one is indispensable and complementary to the other. Underlying
them' both are the twin necessities : mastery of techniques, and mastery of ideas.
These necessities are an article of faith throughout the Rollins curriculum. In mathematics, for example, studep.t and instructor work together by analysis, advice and experiment in learning the standard techniques by which problems are brought to a
satisfactory conclusion. Under this method, with
the instructor as counsellor and friend, the approach
is always in terms of an intellectual situation. There
is no attempt to dogmatize on tlte one method to be
used; many kinds are tried in an attempt to relate
the material to the data of every-day life, and, as
an ultimate goal, to increase the student's understanding of the how and why and what of mathematics.
·
Similarly in the natural sciences the student is
taught to interpret experiment in terms of idea. In
some fields, as in those covered by the general "survey courses," where the aim is more cultural than
pragmatic, instruction in techiques is kept to a
minimum. The survey course in physics, for example, introduces only enough of mechanics and classical physics to enable the student to understand the
assumptions underlying certain phases of modern
physics and astronomy. In the more advanced
6
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courses techniques are taught by laboratory experiments either individually or in small groups under
the guidance of the instructor. No matter what the
course, however, the science faculty believes deeply
in the integration of scientific method and the individual's understanding of the world in which he
lives. Here it is no less important than elsewhere
to acquire logical and creative habits of thought
rather than merely to accumulate information.
Through carefully chosen correlated readings and
spirited discussions the student is guided toward a
conclusion-forming attitude of mind, an attitude of
mind whereby he learns to perceive relationships in
the physical world, and to understand the place of
material achievements in human civilization. All
this the student learns by experiment and observation, often in defending his premises against the
members of his group, and always in active participation with the instructor and his fellows, to the
end that he may better understand the impact of
science upon his world.
The social studies at Rollins, forced to contemplate
a world convulsion unparalleled in history, have accepted the challenge which idealogical revolutions
always entail. They also, in their own province,
have insisted on mastery of technique, whether it be
in the field of practice teaching under the department of education, or in the administering and evaluation of standardized tests in the department of ·
psychology, or through instruction in business administration and secretarial work. They have insisted further on the art of straight thinking; indeed
a course is offered on that subject. For they know
that until prejudice, propaganda and false hypotheses are recognized as such by the student he will
be incapable of productive thought.
It would be hard to imagine social studies at Rollins without the elasticity and vigor of Dr. Holt's
educational beliefs. For in these fields dialectics
are not intellectual gymnastics in a vacuum but
rather an inevitable consequence of facing the world
as it is. The student is forced by his own doubts and
fears and hopes to come to grips with the society in
which he is to act.
His studies in philosophy will first lead him to discover the basic facts underlying knowledge in any
field, and he will examine the relationship of these
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facts to one another, to the end that he may perceive
the unity of all experience, as a means of unifying
and making dynamic within himself a scale of values.
In the other fields in this division he may be
shocked out of considerable complacency on the subject of racial discrimination; he may have his eyes
opened to the vigor of other lands in our own hemisphere, the study of which, under Dr. Holt's leadership, has contributed much to the "Good Neighbor"
policy; he may understand as never before the economic factors which underlie war.
In all these areas of study, under the Rollins plan
the student finds it hard to escape developing maturity of thought. For the small class is a searching,
and even a chastening experience to the student who
is confused, or invincibly ignorant; even more so the
individual conference. The student finds that his
ideas may need considerable dusting off and rearranging before they will meet the test of objective
experience. And the process of doing so releases his
creative activity toward the good. Often this release
takes expression in written or oral reports on important topics. In several classes in history, for example, the student presents oral reports on some phase
of the work. Through this process the instructor
aims to stimulate the translation of varied material,
through organization, synthesis and finally, oral delivery, into a coherent unit of thought, related as
far as possible to the student's own observation of
conditions in his world. In this field of studies,
therefore, we see again the emphasis which Dr. Holt
believes should be placed on developing the individual's powers in relation to the experience he must
eventually face. It is interesting to note in this connection that Rollins is one of the very few colleges in
which undergraduates serve as regular members with
the faculty on the Committee on Post-War International Problems, a nation-wide organization for the
study of problems arising out of the present world
crisis, operating under the direction of a central
committee at Harvard University. And they are
at home in this committee because the intellectual
climate is familiar to them.
The twin necessities of creative thinking and
creative expression which underlie Dr. Holt's ideas
on education find no less vigorous meaning in the
field of literature and the expressive arts. Here
8
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again the student is taught mastery of techniques
by frequent consultation with the instructor, so that
he may experience the full satisfaction of reaching
toward the expression of his talents in artistic form .
In some cases the student's creative thinking is
conceived in terms of the ordering, shaping process
which precedes the creation of a finished product.
In the theatre arts, for example, the student is
trained to speak effectively and to know the methods
of successful acting, as well as the many activities
back-stage which are essential for a convincing performance. In the Conservatory of Music he undergoes a rigorous discipline in learning the organic
structure of music and in mastering artistic expression through voice or instrument. The fine arts likewise demand proficiency in the methods essential to
painting, sculpture, interior decoration and commercial' art in addition to knowledge of the history of art
and courses in appreciation.
In the field of languages it is assumed that the student must as a first requisite understand the modes
of effective communication through the medium of
words. This proficiency in language is of such paramount importance in English that every student at
Rollins is required to study the elements of clear,
effective expression during his first two years. In
addition, he has the opportunity to study, through
courses in creative writing, the techniques of more
advanced kinds of composition.
Closely linked with this mastery of techniques in
literature and the arts is the deep and earnest purpose of training the student through the artistic discipline for that self-determination, for that union
of the world without and the world within which
Dr. Holt has demanded in education. It is significant that neither the Conservatory of Music nor the
department of fine arts is a separate "school," but
is rather an integral part of a college which supplements their training in diversified ways. All instructors in the fields of literature and the arts passionately agree that art cannot be divorced from life.
The theatre arts, for example, stress the importance of full personal expression in the development
of the well-rounded student and citizen. Though
the training received at Rollins will qualify the actor
even for the somewhat uncertain rewards of Broadway and Hollywood, the chief emphasis is placed on
9

cultural and educational enrichment through learning the techniques of the drama and becoming aware
of its rich heritage.
The Conservatory of Music, likewise, aims through
a planned course of study and through intensive individual guidance to prepare the student for his
place in society, where his knowledge of the various
fields of music, and his participation in such groups
as choir and orchestra will give him a satisfying outlet for his talents and will help to give warmth and
feeling to the pattern of American life. In this process, whether the student will eventually use his talents in the church choir, or whether he will distinguish himself by professional concert performance,
the doctrine of individualized instruction is abundantly rewarding. For here, by virtue of Dr. Holt's
insistence on freedom of expression and guidance,
the creative influence of one individual upon another
is given full scope.
Courses in the fine arts at Rollins also serve a
broadly social end, for they are designed not alone
for those who hope to become professional artists but
also for those students who turn to creative work for
the pure joy of expression and who find thereby that
their efforts have added understanding to enjoyment.
In this process the student learns through creative
. thinking how to correlate his own instinct towards
artistic form with the achievements of the past, and
with esthetic expression in his own world. He studies
himself, and his reactions to the stimulus of ideas
expressed by line, shape, mass and color, and he relates his reactions not only to those of his classmates
but to those of generations past and present. At the
very root of his study lies a ceaseless inquiry into
the nature of "content" and "form," and also into
the nature of that universal language which has
stamped itself on all that ever sprang from the mind
of the artist.
The study of literature at Rollins likewise finds
its fullest justification in an earnest search for the
universals which give dynamic force to human experience. Instruction in foreign languages has not
depended solely by any means on a mastery of grammar and syntax and conversation, though certainly
Rollins, through its practice of employing instructors native to the tongue, has placed generations of
students in its debt. Through acquaintance with the
10
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monuments of literature in each field, and through
courses in the cultural history of the countries the
student is made to see far beyond the subjunctive and
the irregular verb, so that he gains a knowledge of
other modes of life which should fortify him against
a narrow nationalism.
The study of literature in our own tongue, as in
the case of the foreign languages, demands that keen
inquisitiveness on the part of teacher and student,
that close inter-relationship between them for the
purposes of self-determination which helps to distinguish wisdom from knowledge. For English and
American literature are conceived as vital, living
forces for the enrichment of mind and spirit, so that
as the student comes to understand the · development
of literature as a historic, organic whole he also finds
that he is impelled, by the very nature of the subject,
and by the intimate association with his instructor in
classroom and conference, toward a creative process. In the panorama of life which literature reveals
man stands still at his own peril. His salvation must
be within ~imself, or now~ere, and it must come by
the dyna~i~ and often painfully wrenching process
of estabhshmg a scale of values by which he progresses toward the idea of good. As thus conceived,
and as thus taught at Rollins, study of the literature
of our mother-tongue is far removed from the neat
decorous disinterment of dry bones. The skeleton~
are clothed with flesh and look up, like men.
Here, then, is the College which has taken form
under twenty years of Dr. Holt's leadership. Here
are the formative ideas upon which it has grown and
flourished . Yet there is an imponderable personal
element which has also lent a unique character to
Rollins, a quality which Dr. Holt in his humility
would be loath to see discussed in this essay. It is
often said that the college president is a lonely man.
We do not believe this is so at Rollins, for Dr. Holt
h_as given ~is fac_ulty and his students that most prec10us of gifts, his trust and his friendship · and he
'
has theirs in return.
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